
OHIO CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION 
 

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULES FOR FILING 

 
These rules are the Commission’s fifth batch of sports gaming rules, related to definitions, 

supplemental type A and B sports gaming proprietor licenses, required procedures, and 
generally applicable sports gaming proprietor duties. The rules are adopted pursuant to House 
Bill 29 of the 134th General Assembly (“HB 29”). That bill set a comprehensive licensing and 
regulatory framework for sports gaming, under the jurisdiction and broad rulemaking authority 
of the Commission. The bill also requires that this business sector start by January 1, 2023, under 
the Commission’s regulation. To implement HB 29 in a timely manner, the Commission is 
advancing the below rules for approval. The summaries of the rules for consideration are 
detailed below. 

 
Definitions 

 
 3775-1-01 (new), titled “Definitions.”  This rule defines words of general application for 

the purpose of providing consistent terminology throughout Ohio Adm.Code Agency 
3775. Many of these definitions are common in the industry or are borrowed from Ohio’s 
other gaming regulations, to better comport with the law. The definitions range from fairly 
straightforward terms like applicant, licensee, or person, to more technical terms used in 
sports gaming like suspicious sports gaming activity or unusual sports gaming activity. 
The purpose of this rule is to provide clear and consistent definitions of common phrases 
regarding casino gaming, which will create a more streamlined and easy-to-use 
Administrative Code. 

Licensing 
 

 3775-4-02.1 (new), titled “Additional type A sports gaming proprietor licenses.”  This 
rule governs the process by which the Commission may grant additional type A sports 
gaming proprietor licenses beyond the initial cap of twenty-five in statute. Per the statute, 
the Commission can only issue additional type A sports gaming proprietor licenses once 
all the initial twenty-five licenses have been issued and an eligible applicant demonstrates 
that the market needs an additional type A sports gaming proprietor. R.C. 3775.04. As 
such, this rule builds off this statutory language requiring these potential proprietors to 
submit evidence proving the market need such as, market share analyses, reports by 
qualified third parties showing any market benefits to the state, or other information 
requested by the Commission. If this information demonstrates the need for more than 
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twenty-five type A sports gaming proprietors, then the Commission may issue an 
additional license. The purpose of this rule is to implement R.C. section 3775.04 and its 
requirement that the Commission cap the number of type A licenses at twenty-five absent 
this evidence of market need—ensuring those conducting sports gaming in the state of 
Ohio are doing so for the benefit of the state and its citizens.  

 
 3775-4-03.1 (new), titled, “County population exception for type B sports gaming 

proprietor license.” This rule governs the process by which a person may apply for a 
type B sports gaming proprietor license despite not meeting HB 29’s general county 
population limits. The statute, and therefore the rule, allows a person to still obtain the 
license and open a sports gaming facility if they meet a specific carve out for counties 
with certain population levels and a specific amount of tourism. To do so, the applicant 
must submit information from the Department of Development, proving the tourism 
requirement of five million tourists or more has been met. The purpose of this rule is to 
implement that statutory carve out, largely echoing the language in R.C. 3775.04. 

 
Required Procedures  

 
 3775-10-02 (new), titled, “Required procedures.” This rule states the requirements 

surrounding a proprietor’s internal controls or required procedures, including how those 
procedures are to be documented, maintained, and provided to the Commission for 
approval. While procedures must be approved by the executive director prior to 
implementation, the rule considers the nature of online sports gaming and allows any 
procedures to take effect without explicit executive director approval if the proprietor has 
not received a response within five days of submission. The substantive procedures 
themselves are listed in statute or in other rules. The purpose of this rule is to allow 
proprietors to set their own procedures governing the administration of their operations, 
as contemplated in R.C. 3775.02 and 3775.10, while allowing the Commission to approve 
the procedures as sufficient to meet the requirements of the sports gaming control law. 

 
Generally Applicable Proprietor Duties 

 
 3775-16-01 (new), titled, “Sports gaming systems.” This rule states the requirements of 

sports gaming systems or the equipment necessary to allow a participant to place, review, 
or modify wagers. The system, since it is equipment, must be approved by the 
Commission. The rule also details some of the design specifications of the system, 
ensuring certain statutory or other requirements are met, including being designed to 
identify access by prohibited or authorized persons. The rule also implements one of the 
required procedures for proprietors that the system is secure, can meet requirements of 
ODJFS’s or the Attorney General’s data match programs, and can detect attempts to 
launder currency. The purpose of this rule is to meet R.C. 3775.02’s requirement for the 
Commission to adopt rules that govern a proprietor’s sports gaming system and to ensure 
the system meets all the statutory and rule-based requirements for sports gaming 
equipment. This will ensure the integrity of sports gaming system—the backbone of any 
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proprietor’s offering. 
 

 3775-16-03 (new), titled, “Sports gaming accounts.” This rule governs the use of and 
requirements for sports gaming accounts. The rule specifically governs online accounts, 
digital wallets, and account registrations for in-person gaming above the anonymous 
wager threshold. The requirements of the rule largely center around ensuring an 
individual’s identity is verified and that any individual establishing an account or placing 
wagers through an account are not a prohibited person. To that end, the rule states the 
general requirements of accounts, including ensuring proprietors gather standard 
identification data and perform a standard identification check of the patron, either 
through a data match or through examination of a government-issued identification. 
Additionally, the rule ensures that patrons are provided with responsible gambling 
information. For accounts that are deposit-enabled (online accounts or digital wallets), 
the rule also implements some further consumer protections, including limit setting, 
greater data collection for identity verification and contact, and protections like multi-
factor authentication and prompt payment requirements. The purpose of this rule is to 
implement several of the required rules and provisions of R.C. 3775.02, including 
ensuring that wagers are accepted appropriately, there are protections for patrons placing 
wagers, proprietors are promoting methods to ensure responsible gambling, and that 
patron identities are being verified. Moreover, the rule implements R.C. 3775.11 and 
3775.12’s requirements that online wagers are placed through accounts and in-person 
wagers are placed through a patron’s registration with the proprietor, unless the wager is 
below the anonymous wager threshold set in Ohio Adm.Code 3775-18-05. 
 

 3775-16-04 (new), titled, “Wager rules.” This rule governs how wagers may be 
accepted, funded, cancelled, voided, and paid. The rule also requires that wagers not be 
accepted on events for which the outcome has already been accepted.  Like accounts, the 
rule requires all wagers, whether required to be placed through accounts or not knowingly 
accepted from prohibited individuals and are not placed in violation of any state or 
federal law, including proxy betting. Importantly, the rule also provides patron and 
proprietor protections by ensuring that wagers are not cancelled by either party unless an 
obvious error has occurred or the patron and proprietor agree to the cancellation, in 
accordance with a proprietor’s procedures. The purpose of this rule is to meet R.C. 
3775.02’s requirement that the Commission adopt rules related to wagers on sports 
events and protections for players placing wagers.  

 
 3775-16-05 (new), titled, “Tickets.” This rule governs the tickets sports gaming 

proprietors must issue when accepting a wager, including the information the ticket must 
contain. This information includes the name of the proprietor, when the wager was 
placed, the patron choices involved in the wager, the amount of wagers, and a problem 
gambling message. Moreover, this rule contains provisions intended to implement R.C. 
3775.10’s requirement that wagers expire one year from the last day a sporting event is 
held and that the unclaimed winnings then be paid to the Commission for deposit in the 
sports gaming revenue fund. The purpose of this rule is to implement R.C. 3775.02’s 
required rules related to the types of tickets proprietors may issue and the manner in 
which wagering tickets are issued, as well as rules related to patron protections and 
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measures to promote responsible gambling. 
 

 3775-16-06 (new), titled, “Reserve funds.” This rule governs the patron reserve that 
must be maintained by a proprietor to ensure that the proprietor can cover all amounts 
accepted by the proprietor as bets, all winning bets not yet paid, and any funds held in 
patron accounts. The rule allows proprietors to hold the funds in several different 
industry-standard methods, so long as they are held separate from operational funds. 
Finally, the rule requires sports gaming proprietors to notify the Commission no less than 
ninety days prior to ceasing operations and to provide the commission with a plan to 
settle any outstanding patron liabilities. The purpose of this rule is to ensure R.C. 
3775.10’s requirements that a proprietor maintain sufficient funds to conduct sports 
gaming and pay patrons are met—ensuring no Ohioan is left in the cold should a sports 
gaming proprietor fail. 

 
 3775-16-07 (new), titled, “Tournaments.” This rule governs how sports gaming 

proprietors may conduct tournaments, including only using approved wagers and events 
and ensuring rules regarding the tournament are made available to patrons in advance. 
The purpose of this rule is to establish patron protections for those placing tournament 
style wagers, pursuant to the Commission’s R.C. 3775.02 authority. 

 
 3775-16-08 (new), titled, “Advertising.” This rule governs sports gaming proprietor’s 

advertisements requiring them to follow standard advertising requirements including 
ensuring that the advertisement is clear and not misleading. Moreover, the rule 
implements several statutory considerations aimed at ensuring advertisements do not 
target underage individuals or individuals with a gambling problem. This includes 
provisions related to not directly advertising to VEPs, not targeting advertising to college 
campuses, and not allowing proprietors to put their logos or trademarks on products made 
primarily for children. Finally, the rule also applies its requirements to affiliate marketers 
while explicitly carving those marketers out of licensure. The purpose of this rule is to 
implement R.C. 3775.02’s required rules on advertisements, better detailing what 
activities violate those requirements and protecting vulnerable citizens. 

 
 3775-16-09 (new), titled, “Promotions and bonuses.” This rule describes the manner 

and conditions under which sports gaming proprietors may offer promotions or bonuses. 
This includes ensuring that the promotions and bonuses, like advertisements, are clear 
and not misleading. In particular, the Commission is borrowing from its sister 
jurisdictions and barring the use of words like “free” or “risk free,” when the promotion 
does require patron risk and ensuring patrons never have to bet their own funds to 
withdraw them from any account. Finally, the rule requires proprietors to adopt rules 
around all promotions and required procedures on how promotions or bonuses may be 
offered. The purpose of this rule is to ensure R.C. 3775.02’s advertising requirements on 
promotion are met and to establish the Commission’s oversight of promotional gaming 
credits contemplated by R.C. 3775.10. 

 
 3775-16-11 (new), titled, “Sports gaming event and wager type requests.” This rule 

governs how sports gaming event and wager type requests will be processed by the 
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Commission, including specifying that any pending and denied requests will be available 
for proprietors on the Commission’s website. The rule then requires that proprietors not 
resubmit any pending requests; it also requires proprietors to not resubmit requests that 
have been denied for a period of time listed in the catalogue. The purpose of this rule is to 
more fully describe the duties of proprietors in requesting the Commission to add 
sporting events or wager types to its Ohio Adm.Code 3775-11-01 (as pending) sports 
gaming catalogue. This will provide proprietors with clear rules on how the Commission 
will exercise it R.C. 3775.01 authority to approve wagers and events. 

 
 3775-16-12 (new), titled, “Sports governing body prohibited persons.” This rule 

states the duties and responsibilities of sports gaming proprietors and sports governing 
bodies in ensuring certain defined individuals involved in underlying sporting events are 
not wagering on those events. Paragraphs (A)(1)-(3) are directly reiterated from statute. 
Paragraph (B) gives the executive director authority to approve the manner in which 
sports governing bodies provide the personally identifiable information of individuals 
involved in sporting events, focusing on the protection of that information. The purpose 
of this rule is to adopt and implement R.C. 3775.13’s requirement that the Commission 
adopt a rule on this subject and to ensure individuals with insider information do not 
engage is sports gaming in Ohio. 

 
 3775-16-13 (new), titled, “Sports governing body data requests.” This rule states how 

sports governing bodies may request data from a sports gaming proprietor if the 
governing body has reason to believe the integrity of one of its sporting events is in 
question. If the request is made in a proper manner, the sports gaming proprietor must 
provide the information, free of any patron identifying information. If the parties cannot 
come to an agreement as to whether a request is proper, the Commission will become the 
arbiter. Finally, the rule protects this information and ensures that the information will 
not be used for any other purposes. The purpose of this rule is to adopt and implement 
R.C. 3775.02 and 3775.10’s required rule on sports governing body data requests, 
allowing these governing bodies to ensure the integrity of their own events. 

 
 3775-16-14 (new), titled, “State university data requests.” This rule states how state 

universities may request data from a sports gaming proprietor if the state university is 
either assisting the Commission, at the Commission’s request, or is seeking to improve 
the state’s problem gambling services. If the request is made in a proper manner, the 
sports gaming proprietor must provide the information, free of any patron identifying 
information. If the parties cannot come to an agreement as to whether a request is proper, 
the Commission will become the arbiter. Finally, the rule protects this information and 
ensures that the information will not be used for any other purposes. The purpose of this 
rule is to adopt and implement R.C. 3775.02 and 3775.10’s required rule on state 
university data requests, allowing state university to research and inform the Commission 
and the state’s problem gambling services. 

 
 3775-16-15 (new), titled, “Information technology.” This rule governs sports gaming 

proprietors’ information technology department, ensuring that sports gaming proprietors 
are adequately protecting the extensive personally identifiable information and patron 
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funds they will be storing. The rule requires proprietors to maintain IT security insurance, 
but allows the amount to be set flexibly, based on the size and risk exposure of the 
proprietor. It further requires proprietors to ensure that employee duties of the 
department, and procedures used in the department, are able to monitor, detect, and 
resolve any errors or security incidents. The purpose of this rule is to ensure the safety 
and security of patron information and funds, as well as the security of sports gaming 
equipment, implementing R.C. 3775.02 and 3775.10’s requirements on equipment and 
system safety as well as those sections’ patron protection requirements.  

 
 3775-16-16 (new), titled, “Security and safety of confidential information.” This rule 

states that sports gaming proprietors must have a privacy policy governing its use of 
patron confidential information and must ensure compliance with any applicable state 
and federal privacy and security requirements regarding patrons and their accounts. The 
purpose of this rule is to establish patron protections for patrons and their information, 
pursuant to the Commission’s R.C. 3775.02 patron protection authority. 

 
 3775-16-17 (new), titled, “Incident reporting.” This rule governs how sports gaming 

proprietors report certain required incidents to the Commission, including requiring 
reporting for wager violations, any conduct undermining betting outcomes, and any IT or 
physical security breaches. The rule also requires proprietors have procedures regarding 
anti-money laundering. The purpose of this rule is to implement the required reporting 
proprietors must undertake under R.C. 3775.10 and to ensure that any breaches regarding 
patron or patron information safety are promptly reported pursuant to the Commission’s 
R.C. 3775.02 authority. 

 
 3775-16-18 (new), titled, “Accounting and revenue audit.” This rule governs the 

procedures and record keeping of a proprietor’s accounting and gaming records, requiring 
the records include all transactions, contain certain information, and be maintained in a 
double-entry system. The rule also requires proprietors to comply with Ohio’s tax law 
and any requests from the tax commissioner, as the Commission often works hand in 
glove with the Department of Taxation in ensuring proper revenue reporting. The purpose 
of this rule is to implement the Commission’s R.C. 3775.02 authority to set how financial 
records are to be kept and to ensure all financial records are in a position to be audited in 
accordance with R.C. 3775.10’s requirements. This will ensure the accurate reporting of 
all revenue and taxes under the law. 

 
 3775-16-19 (new), titled, “Internal audit.” This rule states that sports gaming 

proprietors must maintain either an internal audit department or contracted third-party 
accounting firm to audit and assess the proprietor’s compliance with sports gaming law. 
The audit must be in accordance with general audit standards, be performed at least 
annually, and be documented. Additionally, the auditor must perform follow-up 
examinations to verify any corrective actions. Finally, the rule grants the Commission the 
authority to invalidate auditor agreements if the auditor lack the qualification, 
independence, or capacity to meet the standards of the rule. The purpose of this rule is to 
implement R.C. 3775.10’s required audit of a sports gaming proprietor’s operations—
ensuring proprietors are meeting the requirements of sports gaming law. 
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 3775-16-20 (new), titled, “External audits and other reports.” This rule governs how 

sports gaming proprietors, excluding appointing professional sports organizations; mobile 
management services providers; and management services providers will have their 
annual financial statements audited. The audit must be in accordance with general 
accounting principles, be on a comparative basis, and be submitted within one-hundred-
and-twenty days of the end of any entity’s fiscal year. The rule also governs how sports 
gaming proprietors will have their IT operations audited annually and how the executive 
director may require any special audits. Like the internal audit rule, the Commission 
maintains the authority to terminate any audit engagement if it determines the auditor 
lacks the necessary qualifications, independence, or capacity necessary to perform any 
required functions. The purpose of this rule is to implement the required financial and 
information technology audits by R.C. 3775.10 and best practices in other jurisdictions to 
ensure that entities are fiscally able to and technologically capable of conducting sports 
gaming. 

 
 3775-16-21 (new), titled, “Patron complaints.” This rule states the processes and 

procedures sports gaming proprietors must use in responding to patron complaints, while 
largely deferring any substantive requirements to the proprietors themselves. The rule is 
largely borrowed from other jurisdictions and allows proprietors to handle patron 
complaints in a flexible manner, so long as they are ultimately investigated and 
responded to. The purpose of this rule is to establish patron protections, pursuant to the 
Commission’s R.C. 3775.02 patron protection authority. 


